
A Data Skimming Service for

the Idea

the Components
Skim composer. Iteratively compose skims, specifying event cuts and output
content. The user will have some standard/predefined skims. A user interface that
allows the user to enter parameters for custom skims. Some explorative query to
present preliminary results (e.g. count the number of records, some basic plot). A
pre-defined set of plots could summarize the distribution of important parameters

Skim selector. Extracts events references from TAG database based on metadata
queries and store them in root-based collections. This can either create a single file,
a file per GUID, or files with some minimum number of events.

Skim extractor. Extracts events from an AOD (or any other sample) using the
TAG-input as specified by SkimSelector. This consists in retrieving the necessary
input datasets (e.g. using DQ2 and transfer tools), running Athena with the input
and the jobOptions provided by SkimSelector and making the skimmed
files/dataset available in a staging area. The skimming jobs can run: ‘locally’, in a
local queue (Condor, PBS, ...), or on the Grid (in the future also using Pathena)

Skim registrar. Register the skimmed dataset into the DDM system: define the
dataset, register it (most likely in the local SE).

Skim publisher. Record the skimming transactions in the SkimDB. In the future
the possibility of caching produced data (with a local cache or DQ2 retrieval) and a
notification service may be added.

SkimDB (SkimDatabase). Contains the state and histories of active and archived
skims. It collects bookkeeping and provenance information to document how a
skim was obtained, to retrieve its products and to know its status.

the Service
The Web interface is the GUI that allows to interact with the Skimming Service
•Web frontend is developed using the Django [3b] Web framework and a Web server:

–Commands: URL space
–Views: Templates and rendering
–Model: Integrate GUI behavior and backend logics

•The Database (SkimDB, currently sqLite) provides: persistency, provenance information
for the skims and increases reliability.
•Connectivity to external DBs allows to access tag data (TAGs in MySQL or Oracle)
•Integrate easily other components, e.g. the TAG browser [3a]

The system has voluntarily a small footprint
• The Skimming Service (excluding the Extractor) requires only Python, a DB (e.g. sqLite)
and, if the execution is not local, the ability to issue Grid commands and DQ2 requests
(Grid and DQ2 client tools)
• The Skim Extractor (can be local machine, a remote cluster or the Grid) requires the
ATLAS releases, a way to access it and execute Athena jobs (locally or in a queue) and disk
storage (sufficient for the input and output datasets)

[3a] CHEP07-161 H.McGlone et al. “Building a Scalable Event-Level Metadata System for ATLAS”
[3b]http://www.djangoproject.com/
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To reduce the amount of data on which operating an analysis a scientist can perform one or
all of the following:
Skimming, n., the extraction of events of interest from the data store.
Slimming, n., limiting the item-list during a Skim to a specified list of combinations useful
for the physics.
Thinning, n., limiting the objects in each container in the item-list based on physics
principles.

ATLAS has several levels of standard data products (RAW, ESD, AOD) where the AOD is
100-200kB/event, which at ATLAS scales already creates very large datasets during data
taking. TAGs (event-level metadata) are summaries of physics data in each event [1a]. They
allow efficient identification and selection of interesting events. Tag data can be stored in
ROOT [1b] files or in a relational  database.

The Data Skimming Service, the service presented here, provides Skimming capabilities
using for event selection the tag data stored in a relational database. It further allows limited
Slimming options, not as easy to generalize.

Several aspects of ATLAS computing model [1c] suggest the convenience of a Skimming
Service:

•Tier2 in the USA will host a big part of ATLAS AODs locally
•TAG based analysis is more efficient [1d]
•Scientists use a limited number of events for analysis
•Massive data movement is the most expensive operation in ATLAS computing system
•Tier2 may provide services for neighboring Tier3s

A local service would be resilient to most failures of distributed systems (e.g. Grid)

[1a] K. Assamagan, et. al., ATLAS note ATL-SOFT-PUB-2006-002
[1b] R. Brun and F. Rademakers. “ROOT - An Ob ject Oriented Data Analysis Framework”, Nucl. Inst. & Meth. in Phys. Res. A 389
(1997) 81-86. See also http://root.cern.ch/
[1c] CHEP07-200 R.Jones “The ATLAS Computing Model”
http://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=200&amp;sessionId=31&amp;confId=3580
[1d] CHEP07-85 C.Nicholson at al. “Integration of the ATLAS Tag Database with Data Management and Analysis Components”
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